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Abstract 

Variability is most excellent understand at what time appear on quantity and 

quality principles a continuous process variable takes on. Suppose there carry 

on an upper and lower specification limit with significance, tolerance in 

middle between these two limits. The procedure suffers give up loss after the 

variable measures outer of the acceptable levels. The tolerance and significant 

characteristics of statistical quality control is evaluating the aptitude of a build 

process in the direction of meet or exceed preset specifications describe 

process capability and part per million. In this paper an attempt on software 

testing used     statistical analysis. The request of statistical applications and 

modeling for software process improvement is enhance in the process 

capability and part per million based on reliability sampling inspection 

through quality assurance and quality control.    

Keywords: Process capability, part per million, software testing, statistical 

quality control.    

 

I. INTRODUCTION   

An effort is the total attempt spent on a project in workforce days. An error is the total 

number of in process errors associated with a project. Any comparison would address 

a product or process characteristics. Engineering design problems are captured 

through characterizing independent design inviting probability distributions and 

ranges of variability. The design of        quality has been studied with maintaining 

performance variation within acceptable limits, constraints and reducing performance 

variation. These concepts of distribution shift to improve reliability and distribution 

shrink to improve robustness, together define overall achievable six sigma level of a 
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design. Multiple sampling methods incorporated within this environment for 

estimating performance variability have been summarized. There is usually a conflict 

between accuracy and efficiency, accuracy increases with increasing sampling points, 

leading to reduced computational efficiency. The capable of more accurately 

modeling nonlinear responses being investigated through computationally expensive 

engineering design problems. The implementation of quality in a software product is 

an effort that formally managed throughout the software engineering lifecycle. The 

implementation of quality should consequently begin with the plan of user quality 

requirements. Such an approach to the performance of quality leads to software 

quality engineering.  This paper is to identify the necessities for a software quality 

model which is to be used as a foundation for software quality engineering. 

 

II.  ANALYSIS OF PROBABILISTICS     

In recent years probabilistic design analysis and optimization methods are frequently 

called quality engineering methods. They have been developed to think on uncertainty 

and randomness through statistical modeling and probabilistic analysis. These 

probabilistic methods have been developed to convert deterministic problem 

formulations into probabilistic formulations on model and assess the effects of known 

uncertainties. Probabilistic optimization has been measured prohibitively expensive 

particularly for multifaceted, multidisciplinary engineering design problems. The 

process capabilities, accessibility of probabilistic analysis, optimization tools and 

systems then again the combination of these technologies can facilitate effective 

probabilistic analysis and optimization studies. 

This module of approaches has a specific focus in probabilistic analysis and 

optimization. Quality has completed their way into the design cycle and plan used for 

quality is the primary objective. The quality concepts can be defined in a design 

situation through relation to the concepts of design reliability and robust probabilistic 

design approaches. Design quality is measured with respect to probability of 

limitation fulfillment and understanding of performance.    

They will attempt to explain some of the statistical methodologies and tools used in 

comparing groups and data analysis techniques on software data. This paper will also 

study on under normal distribution, tests for normality and comparative methods 

along with possibility analysis and correspondence analysis. The application of 

statistics for software process improvement is increasing in the industry. There are 

statistically significant differences in the PPM errors generated within the domains. 

The use of complicated statistical tools when applied to the software release data has 

raised many numbers of questions. The increase in errors means increase in rework 

times and consequent increase in internal failure efforts, cost of poor quality and 

eventually cost of quality. This paper presents an evolutionary and extremely cost 

effective approach to implementing the software quality system that requires 

minimum resource and little disruption to programme delivery. Software systems 

involve features like time, concurrency and probability, where probabilistic 

computations play an increasing role. Process capability development and 
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authorization is an expensive responsibility and organizations rightly expect returns 

on investment in this area. There increase level of process capability is likely to have 

a significant competitive work. The organizations in the industry face a number of 

difficulties in effectively applying existing process capability improvement and 

accreditation approaches.  

 

2.1. Analysis of Procedure  

Poor controllability is indicating with a variable whose chance is too low, a branch 

whose branch probability is too low or a conditional variable whose chance or 

expected state coverage in a branch is too low. A variable with low chance can be 

caused by functionality, correlation or degradation as discussed.   

A non control statements is state the chance is below the threshold next the 

performance is modified by insert a randomize function. Then the metrics and branch 

probabilities are recomputed and the procedure continues with the next statement in 

the behavior. If the chance of the output variable is above the threshold then no 

modification is necessary and the procedure continues with the next statement. The 

statement is a control statement in addition to then the branch probabilities for the 

branches and the controllability metrics for the conditional variables are examined. 

Expected state coverage is used to measure the filtering effect caused by control 

statements. The branch probability for one of the branches strength is too low, thus 

requiring an increase in test session length. The chance or expected state coverage for 

a conditional variable in a branch might be poor, requiring improvement of the test 

pattern quality.  If analysis of the control statement reveals a testability problem, then 

it is resolved using the modifications. The nature of the problem and the designer 

discretion determine what type of modifications should be made. Control statements 

introduce two testability issues, test session length and test pattern quality. Our 

approach is that few changes need to be made to the original controller to implement 

the new controller, thereby reducing overhead and test complexity.   

 

III.  CONTROL FLOW TESTABILITY PHASE   

Controllability indicates the ability of test to a fault in an operation. Observability 

indicates the ability to spread the fault, which appears as an incorrect output for the 

operation to a point where the fault can be detected. Both depend on the probability 

distributions of the variables in the behavioral description, which are obtained by 

performing a simulation on the behavioral explanation. Chance is derived from the 

entropy calculation as defined in information theory. Entropy measures the 

uncertainty of a variable having a particular value. The entropy for a variable X is 

defined as  
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Where pxi is the probability that X has value i and n is the width of the register storing 

X. Randomness is defined as the normalization of the entropy.  
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Randomness compares a variable to a random pattern generator. The extreme values 

for randomness are zero, which indicates the variable is really a constant and one, 

which indicates the variable, has a uniform probability distribution. Expected state 

coverage measures how many patterns are expected to be generated for a variable, 

given a specified test length. Expected state coverage for a variable X and a test length 

N is defined as  
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Where pxi and n are defined as above. As N increases, expected state coverage for X 
increases to a finite value. This finite value is the fraction of generated values to all 

possible values. A variable has the minimum expected state coverage value 2n, if the 

variable is really a constant. A variable that can have all possible patterns in the set 

has the maximum expected state coverage value of one.   

 

IV.  PROCESS METRICS 

In the statistics process performance indices (Pp and Ppk) and process capability 

indices (Cp and Cpk) methods are used. The meaning for the continuous data case is 

the 6σ levels of the inherent variation of a process. The discrete data case usually 

defined as the average quantity or rate of the defects or the defectives. Together 

definition is that Cp and Cpk are broadly defined as the ability of a process to satisfy 

customer prospects. Process performance indices Pp and Ppk typically assess overall 

long term capability by using a long term standard deviation estimate, while Cp and 

Cpk typically assess the potential short term capability by using a short term standard 

deviation estimate. Cp and Cpk are calculated from x is process mean and R is mean 

range value. Because R is the mean absolute difference between the largest and 

smallest value in the short term, the two indices are applied in the estimate of the 

short term variability of the process. Pp and Ppk are obtained from the standard 

deviation of all the data combined and applied in the estimate of the long term 

variability. The variability for material lot day to day can be reduced via Cp and Cpk 

analysis in order to reduce common variation and improve process capability.   

 

4.1.  Parts Per Million  

This transformed dataset also failed the normality test. The next step was to try and 

use a developed change of PPM. The PPM concept parts per million used in defect 

calculation was applied to the software data. The effort data is converted in terms of 

PPM that is the effort per total lines of code times a million and then using the natural 

log transformation technique. There is no statistically significant difference in the 

effort finished within these two domains too. The test selected for the null hypothesis 

of variances is Bartlett’s test. Bartlett’s test has the following characteristics, (a) a 

weighted geometric average of the group sample variances multiplied by a correction 
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factor, (b) a powerful test if the assumption of normality is met, (c) it can be used 

whether the group sample sizes are equal or not.  

If the p value is less than 0.0001at the 5% level of significance, there would reject the 

null hypothesis of equal variances. Bartlett’s test was chosen as the assumption of 

normality was met. From the Bartlett’s test the probability greater than F was greater 

than 0.05 therefore the null hypothesis of equal variances could not be rejected for the 

effort. In other words there is no confirmation that variances are unequal and there is 

no statistically significant difference in the effort expended by projects within 

different domains.  To compare the errors within domains first the normality of the 

data is checked. The data was not normal. The compressive transform methods such 

as square root and natural log still characteristics of non normal data. The PPM 

concept parts per million used in defect calculation was applied to the data. The error 

data is converted in terms of PPM that is number of errors per total lines of code times 

a million and then using the natural log transformation technique. Now that the data is 

normally transformed the multiple comparisons can be carried out for the PPM errors 

and domains. The test chosen for the null hypothesis of variances is the Bartlett’s test. 

The p value is less than 0.0001. At the 5% level of significance, it would reject the 

null hypothesis of equal variances. In other words there is strong statistical evidence 

that the number of errors differ within each domain. The number of errors was 

significantly different between these two domains. The data set was normal and the 

comparison was carried out only to reject the null hypothesis proving that there is a 

statistically significant difference in errors over line of code between domain types. 

From the Bartlett’s test, the probability less than F was less than 0.05 therefore the 

null hypothesis of equal variances is rejected for the PPM errors. In other words there 

is evidence that variances are unequal. This proves that there is a statistically 

significant difference in the number of errors generated within domains both for the 

total lines of code and lines of code generated. 

 

V.  QUALITY ASSESSMENT PHASE  

Quality assessment is performing for a known product design. To help quality 

assessment, uncertainty and variability in input design parameters are characterized 

through probability distributions and their statistical properties. Quality improvement 

is facilitated by modifying a design from beginning to end an optimization procedure. 

Thus a quality assessment procedure is implemented within a design or quality 

improvement procedure. This studied based on optimization formulation for quality 

improvement is provided first followed by a description of the specific quality 

assessment methods implemented for measuring performance variation within this 

formulation. This formulation also facilitates the optimization of design tolerances. 

Note that when implementing tolerance design, a cost model is essential to reflect the 

cost of reducing tolerances so as to prevent the optimizer from reducing tolerances to 

zero in attempt to reduce performance variation. Sampling methods for measuring 

variation estimation of performance variability requires the definition of uncertain 

design parameters and their expected variability that leads to this performance 
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variability. Variance reduction sampling techniques have been developed to reduce 

the sample size or number of simulations without sacrificing the quality of the 

statistical description of the behavior of the system. The probability distribution of 

each random variable is divided into subsets of equal probability and the analysis is 

performed with each subset of each random variable only once or each subset of one 

random variable is combined with only one subset of every other random variable. 

The process performance and capability monitoring used in the study is part of a 

quality for software development devised for the development of control systems and 

quality models. The process performance measurements were based on commonly 

available metrics that could be obtained with the minimum disruption to the processes 

being examined. The application of statistical methods was used to establish problem 

areas at the earliest opportunity allowing process adjustments to be made to improve 

the process performance. The processes used were defined in terms of work products 

which were categorized and evaluated for the level of completion.  Those processes 

which were found to be at a lower capability level became the focus for the process 

improvement for the next task. It was found that achieving high performance and 

capability is a learning process with the development team improving with each new 

assignment. The benefits have been better managed more cost and time effective 

development producing higher quality software. The paper studied of the benefits that 

can be obtained by tracking process performance and assessing process capability at 

all stages and this can be achieved without the need to resort to complex procedures 

for process measurement as most of the empirical data came from commonly 

available process data. It is used to determine the capability of each software process 

applied to a plan, the consistently and extensively the processes are applied. They can 

be used both as a measure of capability and as an audit tool to establish which 

processes can be improved and extended, as well as identifying which processes are 

not being applied at all. 

 

VI.  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK  

In this paper attempt on measurements are improved for performance of process 

capability, parts per million and  statistical quality control. These environments are 

characterized through long test cycle times, software engineering design changes and 

low first pass yields. As well a large number of factors control the developed 

procedure used for difference and randomness. With simulation, modeling the 

unpredictability in the process be able to be accounted for and is very helpful to 

predict and get better processes and product designs. This paper contribute to the 

process capability and parts per million based on reliabilty sampling inspection 

through quality control and quality assurance. As well as engineering statistics and six 

sigma techniques are very useful planned for improving the product and process 

design by methods such as quality function deployment and failure mode effective 

analysis.        
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